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KUWAIT: Al Mulla Exchange is now more near to
customers by opening a record four new branches
in a day, taking their total tally to 81. All the newly
opened outlets are in prime locations. The branches
opened are in Salmiya, Mahaboula and two branch-
es in Jahra. The outlet in Salmiya is in Block 10, next
to Sagar Restaurant and the outlet in Mahaboula is
in Block 1. The branches in Jahra are located at the
Aliya Center, Block 2 and near Al-Massa market,
Block 4 respectively. 

Speaking at the occasion, R Shankar, the General
Manager of Al Mulla Exchange had this to say “We
have now taken the tota l  count  of  Al  Mul la
Exchange branches to 81. We at Al Mulla Exchange
has taken very special care about opening these
locations at areas where there is maximum cus-
tomer reach. Now customers need not go far in
search of transferring their money. Not only do we
have the most technologically advanced remittance
services inside our outlets, we were also the first to

launch the Remittance Application on Android and
iPhone quite recently’.

With the opening of the new branches, the total
count of branches in each area also has gone up sub-
stantially. The total count in Salmiya is now 9 branch-
es, Mahaboula 6 branches and in Jahra 5 branches.
Adding to his previous statement, Shankar continued
“Our digital platforms in addition to the branches are
quite active. We are currently running an exciting
marketing promotion with the ultra-luxurious car,

Alfa Romeo as the grand prize. So I will strongly
urge all to use Al Mulla Exchange for the maximum
benefit for their precious transfers”.

Al Mulla Exchange has been leading from the
forefront in the highly competitive remittance mar-
ket. Apart from introducing innovative and effective
remittance solutions, customers are attracted to
some of the best offerings available including free
insurance coverage, bonus loyalty points  and
extended branch working hours. 

Al Mulla Exchange opens record
four new Branches in one day

FedEx celebrates
seven years 
of the B-777F 
USA-UAE flight
KUWAIT: FedEx Express, a subsidiary of FedEx Corp.
(NYSE: FDX) and the world’s largest express trans-
portation company, is celebrating seven years of its
Memphis-Dubai direct Boeing 777F flight, which
enables customers in the UAE to import from the
United States in just two days. FedEx has unrivaled
expertise in shipping from and to the USA, and since
2011, the FedEx Boeing 777F freighter flight has pro-
vided unparalleled access to boost trade between the
US and the Middle East. Over the past decade, trade
between the UAE and USA has doubled. Since 2009,
the UAE has been the top export market for US goods
in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region. In
2017, total trade between the two countries was $24.3
billion, with the US exporting $20 billion to the UAE.

“The launch of the first scheduled all-cargo direct
flight from the United States to Dubai was a milestone
for FedEx, and a game-changer for the region,” said
Jack Muhs, president of FedEx Express Middle East,
Indian Subcontinent and Africa. “By enhancing access
between the United States and the UAE, we enabled

companies locally, and across the Middle East, to bene-
fit from faster transit times, and stronger trade links.” 

With its long-range capabilities, the Boeing 777F
offers an ideal blend of performance and efficiency. The
aircraft represents FedEx efforts to reduce its carbon
footprint, burning 18 percent less fuel per pound of
payload and with 18 percent fewer emissions compared
to the MD-11 it replaced. This is in line with FedEx
commitment to connecting the world in responsible and
resourceful ways. The company aims to expand the
world’s ability to connect more efficiently, while mini-
mizing its impact on the environment. FedEx has ambi-
tious goals to reduce its carbon footprint, such as by
reducing aircraft emissions from a 2005 baseline by 30
percent by 2020, on an emissions per available-ton-
mile basis, and sourcing 30 percent of its jet fuel from
alternative fuels by 2030.

Burgan Bank supports 
Al Hamra Real Estate
Co’s ‘Spread the Joy’
initiative
KUWAIT: Burgan Bank, one of the leading contribu-
tors to society in Kuwait, recently participated in
the nationwide Ramadan campaign themed ‘Spread
the Joy’ by Al Hamra Real Estate Co that was initiat-
ed to create a memorable experience for orphan
children. Burgan Bank through its continuous contri-
bution has established itself as a strong advocate
that promotes happiness and betterment of vulnera-
ble groups in Kuwait. 

Fall ing in l ine with Burgan Bank’s dynamic
Corporate Social Responsibility strategy to deliver
positive change across all segments of society, the
bank’s support demonstrated appreciation for the
artistic skills of orphan children during the campaign.
Held in collaboration with the Children’s Home, an
orphanage run by the Ministry of Social Affairs and
Labor, young boys and girls aged 4 - 15 years took
part in a drawing competition, images of which were
used to design Girgian boxes, displayed at an exhibi-
tion held at Al Hamra Luxury Center. A limited number
was also sold through social media platforms to raise
additional funds for the orphanage. The meaningful
init iative that rewards creative talent was well
received by the Burgan Bank employees who con-
tributed by purchasing Girgian boxes to enjoy with
their families. 

Committed to its role as a key player in strengthen-
ing the social fabric of the Kuwaiti society, Burgan
Bank’s long term mission to ensure the overall wellbe-

ing and development of children in need and the wider
community. It is worth mentioning that Burgan Bank
has been working with the Ministry of Social Affairs
and Labor for over a decade and is instrumental in
bringing joy and smiles to many by conducting several
events and sponsorships for the elderly, orphans and
special needs.

Burgan Bank’s support to this initiative falls under
its recently launched full-fledged community program
entitled ‘ENGAGE’ - Together to be the change. This
program sheds light on important aspects affecting
every segment of the society by promoting social wel-
fare through educational, cultural, social and health
initiatives. Burgan Bank’s approach to ‘ENGAGE’
begins with a vital principle that as a Kuwaiti financial
institution, its conduct and policies should be aligned
with the needs and interests of the Kuwaiti society.

Al Tijari announces
winners of Al-Najma
prize program draws
KUWAIT: Commercial Bank of Kuwait announced
the winners of the weekly and monthly draws as fol-
lows - Monthly Draw prize KD 20,000 - Minor /
Aziza Hashim Abulhasan

Weekly Draw prize KD 5000 - Minor / Hamad
Faisal Al Sarraf

The draw was conducted in the presence of
Ministry of Commerce and Industry representative
Mr. Jassim Al Otaibi. Al-Najma Account was recently
revamped by adding several benefits to the prize
program through which now the account provides its
customers the chance to win the biggest annual cash
prize offered by a bank in Kuwait and over the globe
as much as 1 million and half Kuwaiti dinar
(1,500,000) so that customers’ dreams can easily
turn to reality.      

The bank stated that the account prizes this year
is featured by the highest cash prize and diversity of
prizes throughout the year clarifying that Al-Najma
Account will offer weekly prize of KD 5,000 &
monthly prize of KD 20,000 and a semi-annual prize
of KD 500,000 for which the draw will be held on 1st
July 2018 in addition to the grand prize (the biggest
prize in the world) of KD 1,500,000 for which the
draw will be held in January 2019. 

Al Najma Account can be opened by depositing
KD 100, and customer should maintain a minimum
amount of KD 500 to be eligible to enter all draws on
Al-Najma Account prizes. As for the chances of win-
ning, the more balance a customer maintains in Al
Najma Account, the more chances the account holder
will get to win, where each KD 25 will give the cus-
tomer one chance to win, the account also offers
additional benefits like the ATM card, a credit card
against customer’s account and all CBK banking

services that customer can enjoy.    
Now CBK existing customers can open Al-Najma

Account through Al-Tijari Online and enter all draws
without visiting the Bank branch. However, CBK
non-customers can submit account opening applica-
tion via the Bank’s website where the Bank’ Sales
Unit will call them to arrange visit to the customers
to complete the account opening formalities.
Customers can obtain further information on Al-
Najma Account by either calling the Service Center
or by visiting the Bank’s website www. CBK.com and
they can also visit their nearest CBK branch where
the Bank staff will be ready to serve them and
respond to their queries. It is known that all details
& information related to the latest offers & services
launched by the Bank is also available on the Bank’s
social sites.   

Mazda celebrates
50m vehicles made 
in Japan
HIROSHIMA: Mazda Motor Corporation has
announced that cumulative production in Japan
reached 50 million units on May 15. The company held
a commemorative ceremony yesterday at its Hofu Plant
in Yamaguchi prefecture. Representative Director,
President and CEO Masamichi Kogai, executive officers
and union representatives were in attendance. The 50
million-unit milestone was achieved 86 years and seven
months after Mazda produced its first three-wheeled
truck in October 1931.

“Mazda began making cars 86 years ago, and now
we’ve reached 50 million units of production in Japan.
Even making 1 million cars a year, it would take 50
years to reach this milestone, showing just how long
Mazda’s history is,” said Kogai at the ceremony.
“Moving forward, Mazda will continue to build a strong
brand through a variety of initiatives. Our plants in Hofu
and Hiroshima will continue to evolve and act as parent
factories, rapidly deploying their technologies and skills
to our overseas plants. I’d like us all to work together to
ensure these plants continue to embody the kind of
technical prowess that does justice to Japan’s proud
history of Monotsukuri.”

Mazda began its journey as an automaker in 1931,
when it started producing three-wheeled trucks in
Hiroshima. In 1960 it commenced production of the
R360 Coupe micro-mini, marking a bold entry into the
passenger car market. Vehicle manufacture started at
Hofu Plant in Yamaguchi in 1982, and domestic produc-
tion duties have since been shared between the Hofu

and Hiroshima
Plants. The produc-
tion techniques and
flexible production
systems developed
at these plants have
helped Mazda to
grow its business. 

Mixed produc-
tion lines capable
of producing differ-
ent models on a
single line enable

manufacture of multiple models at low volumes, a
breakthrough in the traditional tradeoff between prod-
uct variety and competitiveness and volume efficiency.
In 2016 and 2017, the company took steps to increase
its production flexibility for crossover models and cre-
ate a framework capable of responding quickly to
changes in demand. The domestic plants take the lead
with Mazda’s global car-making; production techniques
and technologies established in Japan are then rolled
out to overseas facilities.

Mazda aims to sell 1,660,000 cars this fiscal year,
the final year of its Structural Reform Stage 2 medium-
term business plan, and plans to establish a global pro-
duction framework capable of manufacturing two mil-
lion units annually by fiscal year ending March 2024.
Mass-production of vehicles featuring next-generation
technologies and design is slated to start in 2019, and
the company will continue expanding its production
framework in an effort to get cars to customers as
quickly as possible. Aspiring to create a world in which
cars can co-exist sustainably with people, society and
the earth, Mazda will continue to enrich people’s live
through various touch points, including the manufac-
ture of high-quality cars, and become a brand with
which customers feel a strong emotional bond.


